To: "
Subject:

"<

>

is your pass. Lets get directly to the point. You do not know me and you're probably thinking why you're
getting this e mail? Neither anyone has compensated me to check you.

In fact, I actually setup a malware on the X vids (pornographic material) web-site and do you know what, you visited this
website to experience fun (you know what I mean). When you were watching videos, your web browser started out
operating as a Remote Desktop that has a keylogger which provided me with accessibility to your display screen as well as
web camera. Just after that, my software program gathered your entire contacts from your Messenger, social networks, as
well as emailaccount. And then I created a double video. 1st part shows the video you were viewing (you've got a fine taste
lol . . .), and 2nd part shows the view of your cam, & it is u.
There are two solutions. We are going to review the options in particulars:
1st option is to disregard this email. Consequently, I am going to send your recorded material to every one of your contacts
and thus consider regarding the disgrace you can get. Furthermore if you are in a committed relationship, just how it would
affect?
Second choice is to compensate me $2000. Lets think of it as a donation. In this instance, I will asap discard your
videotape. You could carry on with everyday life like this never happened and you will never hear back again from me.
You will make the payment by Bitcoin (if you don't know this, search for "how to buy bitcoin" in Google).
BTC Address: 1LFiGd78ygpgfFRcXxoMprLHaNGE9dZQCo
[CASE-SENSITIVE so copy & paste it]
If you have been wondering about going to the law enforcement, look, this mail can not be traced back to me. I have taken
care of my steps. I am just not looking to charge a fee so much, I only want to be paid for.
You now have one day in order to pay. I've a special pixel in this message, and at this moment I know that you have read
this message. If I do not receive the BitCoins, I will definately send your video recording to all of your contacts including
friends and family, colleagues, etc. However, if I do get paid, I will erase the recording immediately. If you need evidence,
reply Yes! & I will send your video recording to your 8 contacts. It's a nonnegotiable offer, so please don't waste my time &
yours by responding to this email message.
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